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(Pocket-lint) - Washing clothes is not what it used to be - the machines that we use to launder our dirty have come by leaps and forth in recent years. While you're still likely to use a white machine with a door to get out of your clothes in and out, the technology under the hood (or above the drum) is getting more and more sophisticated. Want more inspired technology? Check out
our guide to the best smart ovens In the world where connected technology is becoming increasingly difficult to choose between them, we've put some of the best smart washing machines around. When we talk smart, we don't just mean connected, however. Many of the washing machines available today have other intelligent features too, such as sensors to detect how dirty
clothes are and adjust cycles accordingly and quickly add features, so you can add that errant sock you fell on the stairs before putting the load on. Here are some of the best smart washing machines available for purchase, with a brief breakdown of their smart features. BoschBosch Series 8 WAW32450GBsquirrel_widget_148904The Bosch Series 8 WAW32450GB has an anti-
allergy setting that removes up to 99.9 percent of allergens in tissues such as dust and pollen, making it good for those with sensitive skin. There is also a VarioPerfect feature that allows users to choose between washing clothes quickly or being environmentally friendly. Choosing SpeedPerfect will allow you to clean your clothes up to 60 percent faster, while EcoPefect will use 30
percent less energy. SamsungSamsung fast WW80M645OPMsquirrel_widget_148905The Samsung Fast Drive WW80M645OPM has an AddWash door that allows you to add clothing or an extra softener for washing, even after the start of the cycle. This model also uses fast drive technology to reduce washing time by 50 percent, and it also has Smart Control, allowing users to
choose the perfect program and check the laundry from their smartphone. WhirlpoolWhirlpool FSCR12441squirrel_widget_148906The Whirlpool FSCR12441 washing machine has a large drum, and featuring the company 6th Sense Technology, which uses sensors to weigh each load. The washing machine will adjust the cycle settings accordingly to help reduce water, time and
energy. This washing machine also connects to the 6th Sense Live app, allowing users to start and schedule wash cycles on the go. The FreshCare option can also be selected with a wash program, switching the drum to fall for up to six hours to keep the clothes fresh rather than sitting wet in the drum. HotpointHotpoint NM10844WWUKsquirrel_widget_148907The Hotpoint
NM10844WWUK has anti-spot technology on board that will remove 20 of the most common household stains, from coffee to dirt. This model also comes with a Steam Pack, allowing users to choose a steam hygiene cycle at the end of the wash, Remove allergens and bacteria, or use the Steam Refresh cycle to freshen up your favorite jeans or top without having to do a full
wash. CandyCundy Washersquirrel_widget_188683Candy Rapido in Rapido Rapido It's a nice elegant machine that packs in some really useful intelligent features. On the one hand, its Wi-Fi connection allows you to control it completely remotely using a simple companion app that allows you to start or control the loop, and it can be controlled by voice too. The app even has a
great feature called Snap-Wash, which allows you to take a picture of your load to get tips on which program to choose for it. Other than that, it's a good solid machine that will wash thoroughly without having to take hours to do so - a 59-minute full-load program is especially useful if you need to do some bulk laundry in a hurry. Written by Britta O'Boyle. Editing by Max Freeman-
Mills Audio Play Is Not Supported Did You Know Washing Machines Need Washing? Listen to this - especially if you have a front load washing machine. TAGSTips for homeowners today with existing connectivity, installing a washing machine quickly and easily. The hardest part of the whole process of moving a heavy washing machine into a position. If you buy a new car and with
its delivery, many home appliance stores will include the service of installing a washing machine and removing the old one for free. Below are the steps to install the washing machine yourself. Start by measuring the space where you will install the washer to determine how long the washing machine hoses should be. It is better to buy longer hoses than to try to make shorter
hoses fit. Consider different options for washing machine hoses and choose those that fit your needs. Before installation, make sure the washing machine is close enough to connect the water pipe, drainage line and power cord. When the machine is in place, there should be about three to four inches of space between the machine and the wall. Aaron Stickley When installing a
new washing machine, it is always a good idea to install new washing machine hoses. Connect the washing machine hoses to the sockets behind the washing machine. Note that they will be marked hot and cold on the machine somewhere, and you will need to track the hoses so that you can remember to plug them into the appropriate hot and cold valves. Some hoses now come
in blue and red, so it's even easier to track. If the space to install the washing machine is limited, you may need to connect the hoses with hot and cold water to the machine, push the puck into position, and then finish connecting the hoses to the valves. Aaron Stickley is the next step to installing a washing machine to connect the drainage line. Sometimes you will have to connect
the drainage connection on the back of the machine with a clamp hose and in other cases they are already installed. If your ready to push it into the drain line standpipe, and you're well The drainage line can have a scratchy end on it to make sure it doesn't easily get out of the standpipe or just a sharp shape hook that fits into the sewer. Aaron Stickley Plug's electric cord before
pushing the puck in Also, before pushing the washing machine back into position, it is always a good idea to turn on the water lines and do the test load to make sure that the washing machine is working properly. First, check the water supply lines at all four connections for signs of leakage. Now turn on the washing machine and let it pass at least one large drainage load. Before
you push the car back against the wall, and forget it, make sure the water doesn't flow anywhere. When you run the test load, you can catch any problems before everything gets back in position and out of sight. This can save you from flooding or maybe even a small leak that you can't catch right away. JodiJacobson/Getty Images Water from the drainage line: If the washing
machine does not drain or water is poured out of the drainpipe, this may indicate a blockage. It is a good idea to clean the washing machine drain with a drainage snake, even if it is only partially blocked. The washing machine valves are leaking: If water valves leak when switched on, it can be as simple as tightening the packaging (nut just below the handle). If this does not stop
the leak, the valves may need to be replaced. Aaron Stickley washing machine is one modern convenience that would be hard to live without. If yours is on the last leg or is no longer effective or big enough to meet your family's needs, it may be time to start shopping around for a new model. Common Finder favorite: Samsung 4.5 Cu. Ft. 14-Cycle Addwash High Efficiency Best
Washing Machine Under $1000: Samsung 5.0 cubic ft. High Efficiency Top Load Puck Best washing machine for large families: LG 5.2 cu. Ft. High Efficiency Smart Front Load Best Glass Washing Machine: Maytag 4.5 cu. Ft. High Efficiency Stackable White Front Load Best High-quality Washing Machine: LG Signature TWINWash 5.8-cu Ft High Efficiency Front Load Best
Washing Machines for 2020 Washing Machines designed differently for different lifestyles. Size, brand and customization are all important factors to consider before choosing the one most suitable for you. The best washing machine in general is the front loading, the fingerprint-resistant smart washer offers a lot of bells and whistles for the price. One of its most notable features is
its Addwash access door, which allows you to add items as large as a bathroom towel once the cycle has already started without interrupting the cycle. Choose from 14 wash cycles, five speeds and five temperature settings to clean your clothes as quickly and efficiently as possible. Price: $1079 Where to buy: Best Buy Shop is currently in Best Buy Best washing machine under
$1000 This model boasts a capacity of 5.0 cubic feet of capacity, perfect loads of pressures. It also has vibration reduction technology to reduce noise, plus 11 pre-installed wash cycles and a diamond drum design that is gentle on your clothes. Price: $719.99 Where to buy: Best Buy Shop now in Best Buy Best Washing Machine for Large Families This mega-sized front-load
washer is perfect for large families with Laundry. TurboWash technology saves you a whopping 30 minutes per load, plus you can fit a king-sized comforter and more in one wash. This model is equipped with a pair of disinfectant options, a cycle speed for fast loads and a Super Clean cycle for the most complex spots. Price: $1,799 Where to buy: Home Depot Shop is currently at
Home Depot Best Stackable Washing Machine This top-rated stackable washer is compact but offers an impressive 4.5 cubic feet of capacity. It comes with a steam cycle, an allergen cycle to remove up to 95% of allergens from tissues, and disinfect a cycle that gets rid of 99.9% of bacteria. Price: $899 Where to buy: Home Depot Shop is now at Home Depot Best High Class
Washing Machine If you're looking for a top-in-line washer with all the bells and whistles, this LG model is worth a look. With a massive capacity of 5.8 cubic feet, high-pressure TurboWash technology and SmarThin compatibility, it takes the hassle out of laundry day. It's also TWINWash compatible, so you can add an LG SideKick pedestal puck to your front load puck and tackle
two loads at the same time. Price: $1,999De buy: Lowe's store is currently on Home Depot data obtained in December 2020. Prices can and should only be used as a general guide. The right washing machine for you will depend on your individual situation and personal preferences. Ask yourself these questions to help you narrow down your search: How often do I do laundry?
How many people are in my family? How much do I want to spend? What are the most important features for me? Do I want a top or front loading machine? Your washer is an integral part of you at home, so put a little thought and research into your next purchase to make sure your new appliance is everything you hoped it would be. There are two options to choose from when
buying a washing machine: front loaders and top loaders. The obvious difference between the two is where you load and unload the clothes, but they are also different in the way they wash. While top loaders move clothes using an agitator or impeller, the front boot washing machines use a rotating drum to create acrobatic movement. As a result, front loaders take up less area,
are more energy efficient and water-saving, and provide improved washing performance. The downside is that they cost more ahead, have longer wash cycles, and you often can't add items to wash in the middle of the cycle. Can't decide if you need a front washing machine or a top-loading washing machine? Check out our comparison of the two below: The front loader More
energy efficient Uses less water Gentler on clothes takes less area you don't need as much detergent More expensive Many machines won't allow you to add a washing item mid-cycle heavier doing more Than top loader Top-loader Cheaper quiter Easier has shorter wash cycles can add elements mid-cycle Not as energy or water not not not Space requires more detergent Once
you have figured out your budget and should mute, compare several models that meet your criteria to help you choose the right fit for you and your family. We conducted our own independent study for our list of the best washing machines, taking into account factors such as price, power, energy efficiency and additional features. We also took third-party product reviews into
account. Photo Andy Fitzsimon on Unsplash Was this content useful to you? You?
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